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Paper in brief

Question Do voluntary codes of corporate governance

affect firm value?

Finding The reforms have been counterproductive

Why We suspect there is a cultural explanation

Importance An aspect overlooked in the mainstream

(US-based) corporate governance literature
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Finance literature has finally woken up 

to the importance of culture…
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Early-life experiences

American CEOs who grew up during the Great Depression are:

 Averse to debt leading to suboptimal capital structure

 Lean excessively on internal finance
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Military culture

CEOs with military culture are less likely to be involved in corporate

fraud (Benmelech and Frydman, 2015, JFE)

They are also less tax avoidant, and leave on average $1-2m more

tax on the table (Law and Mills, 2017, RAS)
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Culture and perceptions of luck

In Chinese culture, the numbers 6, 8, and 9 are considered lucky because 

they sound similar to words meanings ‘prosperity’ and ‘longevity’

While 4 is unlucky: sounds similar to ‘death’.

Hirshleifer et al. (2016, MS) find that Chinese investors significantly 

overreact to IPOs with a registration code containing lucky numbers, e.g., 

601988 (Bank of China)

These IPOs underperform by more than 10% after three years.
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What is special about the 

Japanese culture?
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Japanese culture

 Historically, Japan has been isolated geographically and politically for

several centuries during the Shogunate period.

 This, among other reasons, has led to:

– Very distinct and strong cultural identity

– High levels of cultural (and racial) homogeneity

– Rather lukewarm approach to inward and outward immigration



Public order



Conformity



Conformity even in distress



Public apologies
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Recent corporate governance 

reforms in Japan



Three Arrows of Abenomics

1. Aggressive monetary policy

2. Flexible fiscal policy

3. New growth strategy



Comply or Explain

 The principle originated in the field of financial 

markets regulation.

 Aims to ensure transparency

 Mandates a listed company either to sign up to a

corporate governance code, or to explain why it does

not apply such a code, or why it derogates from the

provisions of this code.



Origins

 1992 Cadbury Report in UK was drafted to be applied 

according to the “comply or explain” principle

 In 2000, UK imposed the application of this principle 

through the Financial Services Authority’s listing rules.

 In Europe, the “comply or explain” principle was 

established by the directive of 14 June 2006.



Advantages for companies

 Improves competitiveness, because the cost of 

compliance with a corporate governance code is typically 

lower than the cost of compliance with regulation, such as 

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

 Advocates a more flexible approach that allows 

companies to adapt faster in a competitive environment.



Canadian adoption

Canadian companies fully comply with only 55% of the code



UK adoption

British companies fully comply with only 42% of the code



German adoption

German companies fully comply with only 22% of the code



Japanese adoption

Japanese compliance rate is 96% and increasing!



When do Japanese companies choose to explain?



Code compliance by company size

Even 72% of companies under ¥10bn (around $90m) are 

above 90% compliant!



Hypotheses

Some possible explanations for the overcompliance 

behavior:

1. Signalling

2. Reluctance to explain

3. Culture of conformity



Signalling

Original models of signaling in economics include

Akerlof (1970), Spence (1973), Myers and Majluf

(1984)

However, there is no reason for signaling incentives

to be stronger in Japan than other countries…



Reluctance to explain
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“When firms make an active

change in their reporting practices,

this conveys an important signal

about the firm.”



Role of Culture

Japanese companies overcomply and therefore do not 

use the full discretion of the code.

The cultural differences seem to play an important 

role in the way Japanese, British and other European 

countries approach “Comply or Explain”

Herding is closely related



Role of Culture

o World Values Survey (1999-2004) – Authoritarianism

measure is the largest among all countries.

o “Should follow instructions at work?” – Only 9% 

answered they must be convinced first. 

o Hofstede’s Index – Individualism is weak.

o Japan 46, US 91, UK 89, Germany 67



Role of Culture

o Chattopadhyay et al. (2019) – Managers seek to avoid 

shame for not being included in the Nikkei 400 index.

o Ahern et al. (2015) – Cultural distance prevents foreign 

firms from acquiring Japanese firms.



Role of Culture

Studies on Japanese social behaviour - for example 

Benedict (1946), Caudill and Scarr (1962) - have 

emphasized the importance of:

1. Conformity

2. Group membership

3. Respect for authority

4. Long termism



Descriptive stats
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Finding 1. Target firms complied
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Finding 2. Non-target firms also complied
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Finding 3. Outside directors grew
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Finding 3. Outside directors grew
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Finding 4. Firm value declined
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Finding 5. Young firms suffer more
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Finding 6. R&D intensive firms suffer more
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Similar results for Osaka Exchange
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Placebo test
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Main conclusions and policy implications

1. Corporate governance reforms in Japan have not 

succeeded in enhancing aggregate firm value

2. Even the companies that had the option not to 

comply chose to comply.

3. Smaller, younger and R&D-intensive firms suffered.

4. We argue this is due to socio-cultural pressures



Thank you…
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Discussion of "Corporate 
governance compliance and 

firm value: A cultural 
perspective"

Paper by Masanori Orihara and 
Arman Eshraghi

Discussion by Ambrus Kecskés



Ambrus Kecskés 2

Summary
 Find that corporate governance reforms introduced by Japanese 

government in 2014 have not actually destroyed firm value
 These policies, of which voluntary disclosure in the form of 

‘comply or explain’ is a major element, have inadvertently led to 
overcompliance by target firms (TSE Tiers 1 and 2) and also non-
target firms (other TSE tiers)

 Argue that this overcompliance behavior is correlated with 
cultural values that permeate Japanese corporate culture: 
‘conformity’, ‘respect for authority’, and ‘power distance’

 This results in smaller firms (typically not Tiers 1 or 2) following 
the compliance behavior of larger firms listed (typically Tiers 1 or 
2)

 Find a decrease in firm value concurrent with reforms
 Also: Larger decrease in firm value for young and R&D intensive 

firms and firms appointing lower quality outside directors



Ambrus Kecskés 3

Cross-sectional contrasts with cultural 
characteristics?
 General Japanese cultural characteristics hypothesized to be also 

relevant for Japanese business culture
 Conformity
 Respect for authority
 Power distance
 Uncertainty avoidance
 Long-term orientation

 Are there firm-level proxies for such cultural characteristics?
 Survey data on TSE firms?
 Data unique to TSE firms?
 Others?

 Possible to show strong effects for firms that are more vs. less
"Japanese"?
 Compliance with governance reforms?
 Value destruction?



Ambrus Kecskés 4

Two really interesting results – but why?

 Compliance results: Interesting because counterintuitive given 
that compliance is costly (even absent value destruction result)
 Or else would have complied absent the reform
 Unintended consequence: All firms pressured to comply

 Value destruction result: Intriguing because managers comply 
anyway
 Why? What's in it for managers?
 And why don't investors oppose it?
 Why doesn't the government not oppose? (BOJ owns large minority 

of Japanese shares!)
 Why do firms / managers / investors / government say they go 

along?
 Opportunity for a survey?
 Sample sizes seem reasonable: About 65% Tier 1 firms, 15% Tier 2

firms, 20% rest of firms


